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Installation shot of new artworks by Vincent 
Szarek at Leo Koenig, Inc. Projekte in New York. 
The show runs through March 19. Source: Leo 
Koenig, Inc. via Bloomberg 

 
Installation shot of new artworks by Vincent 
Szarek at Leo Koenig, Inc. Projekte in New York. 
. Source: Leo Koenig, Inc. via Bloomberg 

	  

“Here’s the meaning of life,” said art dealer Leo 

Koenig. “Faster horses, younger women, older 

whiskey, more money.” 

He was reading a text made with hundreds of 

tiny golden disks by artist Vincent Szarek. 

Titled “This Is the Meaning of Life,” the work 

drew on lyrics from a song by Grammy-winning 

country singer Tom T. Hall. 

Displayed on a black wall at Koenig’s project 

space, the sequins quivered gently with the help 

of two small fans. The motion created a 

shadowy glow on the opposite white wall, 

adding a diaphanous quality to this glitzy, 

ironic work. 

Nearby, a pair of oversized, glossy black 

cherries slowly rotated in midair on a gold 

stem, reflecting the room and spoofing Jeff 

Koons. 

Black Canvases 

Olivier Mosset’s exhibition next door at 

Koenig’s main gallery also examines surface 

and texture. The walls are covered with 40 

identical black canvases. Each is a 4-by-4-foot 

square coated with glossy, stinky industrial 

paint. 



	  

 
Installation shot of new paintings by Olivier 
Mosset at Leo Koenig, Inc. in New York. The 
show features 40 identical black canvases 
and runs through March 19. Source: Leo 
Koenig, Inc. via Bloomberg 

 
Art dealer Leo Koenig at the opening of 
Olivier Mosset's exhibtion in New York. 
Photographer: Katya Kazakina/Bloomberg 

Their sameness and blackness are oddly 

meditative. One black canvas, measuring 7-by-21 

feet, has a whole room to itself. 

Mosset, who at 67 resembles a disheveled Santa 

with long gray beard and messy tresses, began 

making abstract monochromes more than four 

decades ago. 

At Leo Koenig’s, nothing distinguishes one black 

grainy deadpan canvas from the next, a gesture 

that mocks the Western idea of paintings being 

unique, precious objects. 

Prices range from $25,000 for square canvases 

to $75,000 for the large painting. Prices for 

Szarek’s work range from $12,000 to $40,000. 

The exhibitions run through March 19 at 545 

and 541 W. 23rd St.; +1-212-334-

9255; http://www.leokoenig.com/ 

Terence Koh 

For the opening of his new exhibition at Mary 

Boone gallery in Chelsea, performance artist 

Terence Koh installed a small white-light 

projector, filling the space with intense glare and 

dramatic shadows. 

 

 

 

 



	  

 
An 8-foot-tall salt heap by artist Terence 
Koh. The artists plans to stay on his knees 
during the gallery's open hours for five 
weeks. Photographer: Adam Reich/Mary 
Boone Gallery via Bloomberg 

 

 

 

When I returned on a sunny afternoon a few 

days later, Koh was alone and still moving slowly 

in circles on his knees. He had a dazed, pained 

expression on his face. His white socks were 

dirty. The endurance performance suddenly 

seemed absurd and uncomfortable to watch. 

Koh plans to stay on his knees during the 

gallery’s open hours for five weeks. He won’t say 

a word. He won’t get up to relieve himself or eat. 

When the light fades, he’ll be moving in the 

dark. 

Perhaps Koh is trying to one-up Marina 

Abramovic, the performance-art diva who spent 

more than 700 hours in the course of 75 days on 

a chair at the Museum of Modern Art last year. 

I hope he has bought some white knee pads. 

The performance, “nothingtoodooterencekoh,” is 

not for sale. It runs through March 19 at 541 W. 

24th St.; +1-212-752-2929;  

http://www.maryboonegallery.com 
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